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Abstract
Personal computers have diverse and fast-evolving I/O
devices, making their I/O virtualization different from
that of servers and data centers. In this paper, we
present our recent endeavors in simplifying I/O virtu-
alization for personal computers. Our key insight is
that many operating systems, including Unix-like ones,
abstract I/O devices as device files. There is a small
and stable set of operations on device files, therefore,
I/O virtualization at the device file boundary requires
a one-time effort to support various I/O devices.
We present devirtualization, our design of I/O virtu-
alization at the device file boundary and its implemen-
tation for Linux/x86 systems. We are able to virtualize
various GPUs, input devices, cameras, and audio de-
vices with fewer than 4900 LoC, of which only about
300 are specific to I/O device classes. Our measure-
ments show that devirtualized devices achieve interac-
tive performance indistinguishable from native ones by
human users, even when running 3D HD games.
1 Introduction
The value of virtualization is increasingly recognized
for personal computers1 [5, 15–17, 19, 30, 32]. As per-
sonal computers are used for diverse purposes, virtual-
ization allows a user to have multiple virtual machines
(or guests) inside the same computer, each for a dedi-
cated purpose: one for work, one for personal use, and
one for sharing with others [36]. Also, as hardware and
software of personal computers evolve rapidly, virtu-
alization allows the legacy code to be reused in new
systems.
We are particularly interested in whole system virtu-
alization, which allows multiple guest operating systems
to reside in the same computer and provides strong iso-
lation between them. In this paper, we assume a hosted
hypervisor, i.e., a hypervisor running inside a host OS,
and assume the guests and the host use the same OS or
1By personal computer, we refer to desktops and mobile
computers of diverse form factors including laptops, smart-
phones, and tablets.
different versions of the same OS. As a result, we tar-
get our solutions for scenarios like having multiple vir-
tual machines in the same personal computer or reusing
legacy code.
While good solutions exist for CPU and memory vir-
tualization [23,33], virtualizing I/O devices of personal
computers has proven to be much harder due to their
diversity in function and implementation. To support
our targeted scenarios (above), the I/O virtualization
solution must (i) require low development effort to sup-
port various I/O devices; (ii) allow for sharing the I/O
device between the host and the guests; (iii) support
legacy devices that are not specialized for virtualization;
and (iv) be portable to support virtualization across dif-
ferent versions of the same OS. The solution should also
provide adequate performance for personal computers.
Unfortunately, available solutions do not provide one or
more of these properties.
In this paper, we study a novel boundary, device files,
for I/O virtualization that meets all the aforementioned
properties for personal computers. Modern OSes, such
as Unix-like ones employ device files to abstract I/O
devices [1]. To virtualize an I/O device, our solution
creates a virtual device file in the guest OS for the cor-
responding device file in the host. Threads of guest
processes issue file operations to this virtual device file
as if it were the real device file. A thin indirection layer,
called Common Virtual Driver (CVD), forwards such
file operations to the host to be executed by the unmod-
ified host device driver.
Our use of device files as the boundary for I/O vir-
tualization is motivated by four properties: (i) Low de-
velopment effort: device files are common to many im-
portant classes of I/O devices in personal computers,
including GPUs, input devices, camera, and audio de-
vices. Moreover, the device file boundary is narrow due
to the small set of file operations. For example, Linux
has about 30 file operations, and only about 10 of them
are used by most I/O devices. Finally, since device files
are at a higher layer than device drivers, virtualization
at this boundary allows for reuse of the device drivers in
the host. (ii) Sharing: virtualization at the device file
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boundary readily supports sharing the device between
the host and the guests. If multiple host applications
can use the same device file in the host OS, then guest
applications can use the same device file as well. (iii)
Legacy support: device files are used by existing devices
in personal computers; therefore, virtualization at this
boundary can support these devices. (iv) Portability:
the device file boundary has been quite stable across
different versions of mature OSes such as Linux.
We present our design of the CVD and its imple-
mentation for Linux/x86 computers, called devirtual-
ization, which realizes the theoretical benefits analyzed
above and achieves performance adequate for personal
computing. We have addressed a fundamental challenge
that the guest and the host reside in different virtual-
ization domains, creating a barrier for forwarding the
file operations from the guest to the host. Our solution
to this challenge contributes two novel techniques: a
virtual memory technique, called hybrid address space,
that enables efficient cross-domain memory operations,
and the dual thread technique that efficiently leverages
hypercalls to forward the operations and improve con-
currency in cross-domain operations.
Devirtualization currently supports four important
classes of I/O devices for personal computers using the
same CVD implementation with fewer than 4900 LoC,
of which about 300 are specific to each class: GPU, in-
put devices, such as mouse and keyboard, camera, and
audio devices, such as speaker. We note that GPU has
not been amenable to virtualization due to its functional
and implementation complexity. Yet, devirtualization
easily virtualizes GPU of various makes in laptop and
desktop computers with full functionality and adequate
performance for multiple guests.
We report a comprehensive evaluation of devirtual-
ization. Our evaluation shows that devirtualization re-
quires low development effort to support various I/O de-
vices, easily shares the device between the host and the
guests, supports legacy devices, and is portable across
different versions of Linux. For interactive devices, such
as input devices, camera, and speaker, devirtualiza-
tion achieves performance indistinguishable from that
of native by human user. For GPU, devirtualization
achieves close to or even higher than 60 frames per sec-
ond (the display refresh rate) on average for 3D HD
games (1152×864), even under stress test by standard
test engines.
We designed devirtualization for Unix-like OSes, such
as Linux distributions, Mac OS X, Android, and iOS,
because they constitute a large number of the installa-
tions on modern personal computers, especially smart-
phones and tablets. However, we believe that with
proper engineering, devirtualization can also be useful
for other OSes, such as Windows, that also abstract
several I/O devices with device files.
Device Driver
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System Call/Signal Interface
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Device File 
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Device File Operations Interface
Kernel
User SpaceProcess Thread
Figure 1: The simplified I/O stack in Linux
Unfortunately, devirtualization is not universal and
cannot virtualize all devices, such as network and block
devices. This is because applications interface to these
devices is sockets and file systems, and not device files.
Fortunately, good solutions already exist for virtualiz-
ing these devices [37], as they have been critical for data
centers and basic use of VMs in personal computers.
Devirtualization introduces the device file interface
between the guest and the host, which may be abused
by malicious guest applications. We are currently em-
ploying techniques to guarantee isolation between the
system core, e.g., the host and the hypervisor, and the
guests. §9 elaborates more on this issue.
2 Background
Devirtualization targets virtualizing I/O devices for whole
system virtualization. It currently supports hosted hy-
pervisors, where the hypervisors runs inside a host OS,
such as VMware Workstation. The principle and de-
sign of devirtualization, however, apply to bare-metal
hypervisors equally well.
2.1 I/O Stack and Devices Files
Devirtualization virtualizes I/O devices by virtualizing
device files. Figure 1 shows a simplified I/O stack in
Linux. A process thread issues a file operation by call-
ing the right system calls to operate on the device file;
these system calls are handled by the Virtual Filesys-
tem Switch (VFS), which invokes the file operations im-
plemented by the device driver, e.g., read and memory
map. The kernel exports device files to user space through
a special filesystem, e.g., devfs (/dev) in Linux. Im-
portant file operations for I/O devices include read,
write, poll, notification, memory map, page fault,
and I/O control.
Threads are the execution units in the OS, issuing
the file operations. All threads of a process share the
process address space. Therefore, we use “thread” when
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discussing the execution of file operations, but use “pro-
cess” when discussing memory operations.
To correctly access an I/O device, an application may
need to know the exact model or functional capabilities
of the device. For example, the X Server needs to know
the exact model of the GPU in order to load the cor-
rect libraries. As such, the device driver and the kernel
collect this information and export it to the user space,
e.g., through special file systems of procfs and sysfs
in Linux.
2.2 Memory Virtualization
The hypervisor virtualizes the physical memory for the
guest. This creates a challenging barrier for devirtu-
alization when file operations from the guest must be
executed in the host.
There are two popular memory virtualization solu-
tions. First, recent generations of micro-architecture
provide hardware support for memory virtualization,
i.e., Two-Dimensional Paging (TDP) as exemplified by
Intel Extended Page Tables (EPT). For TDP, the hard-
ware Memory Management Unit (MMU) performs two
levels of address translation from guest virtual addresses
to guest physical addresses and then to system physi-
cal addresses. Second, without hardware support, the
hypervisor can leverage a technique called shadow page
tables [33] that utilizes the only level of translation in
the MMU to directly translate from the guest virtual
addresses to system physical addresses. The hypervi-
sor maintains the shadow page tables and keeps them
in sync with the guest page tables, incurring a non-
negligible performance overhead.
2.3 Hypercall
A hypercall causes a transition from a guest OS to the
hypervisor, similar to a system call that causes a tran-
sition from the user space to the kernel. The guest
can use hypercalls to request privileged services from
the hypervisor. In modern architectures with hardware
support for virtualization, hypercalls use an instruction,
e.g., VMCALL in x86, to switch the execution mode
from the non-privileged mode of virtualization to the
privileged mode.
While the hypercall is in flight, the guest remains
blocked and cannot execute. This creates a challenge
for devirtualization, since CVD needs to perform po-
tentially lengthy file operations in hypercalls.
3 Overview of Devirtualization Design
Devirtualization virtualizes I/O devices at the device
file boundary. It allows the guest threads to use the
host device drivers with a thin layer of indirection: a
virtual device driver.
Guest 
Kernel
Guest 
User Space
CVD frontend
Device File Operation Interface
Hypercall
Guest
Host 
Kernel
Virtual Interrupt
Virtual Filesystem Switch
System Call/Signal Interface
Device File 
(/dev/dri/card0)
Device Driver
Virtual Filesystem
Switch
I/O Device
Device File 
(/dev/dri/card0)
Device File Operations Interface
Hypervisor
CVD backend
Process Thread
Figure 2: Devirtualization architecture
3.1 Architecture
Figure 2 shows the architecture of devirtualization with
a single guest and a single I/O device. There are two
components: a virtual device file in the guest and the
Common Virtual Driver (CVD) with its frontend in the
guest and the backend in the host. To the guest, the
CVD frontend appears to be the device driver. How-
ever, instead of servicing file operations, the CVD fron-
tend forwards them to the CVD backend in the host
via hypercalls. The CVD backend then forwards these
operations to the host device driver. The results of the
file operation are returned to the CVD frontend and
eventually to the guest thread.
When there are multiple virtual I/O devices, each
one has its own virtual device file but they share the
CVD (hence the name Common Virtual Driver). Note
that this does not create a single point of contention or
failure for guest threads since the CVD frontend and
backend do not have active components, and their rou-
tines are re-entrant and executed independently in the
context of the guest threads and their dual threads in
the host (§5).
When a guest thread opens a device file, the guest
VFS creates a file handle data structure in the kernel
and returns a file descriptor to the guest thread (not
shown in Figure 2). Similarly, the CVD backend opens
and maintains a file handle in the host that mirrors the
one in the guest, and returns a file descriptor to the
CVD frontend.
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Devirtualization uses virtual interrupts to communi-
cate from the CVD backend to the frontend. For exam-
ple, when a guest thread requests notification from
a devirtualized device, the CVD backend informs the
CVD frontend of new events with an interrupt, and the
CVD frontend then signals the guest thread. Other
uses of interrupts are for the dual thread technique (§5)
and GPU sharing policy implementation (§6.5). For
the CVD frontend to be able to infer the purpose of
each interrupt, the CVD backend either uses different
interrupt lines or writes integer arguments to a shared
memory page that can be read in the interrupt handler
by the CVD frontend.
Devirtualization also extracts device information and
exports it to the guest OS by providing a small kernel
module for the guest to load. These device info module
are small and easy to develop, e.g., 100 and 50 LoC
for GPU and camera, respectively. §6.4 provides more
details on device info modules.
3.2 Portability
We target devirtualization at running the same or differ-
ent versions of the same OS in the host and the guest.
We investigated the file operations interface of many
versions of Linux and observed the following: (i) the file
operations that are mainly used by device drivers, e.g.,
read, memory map, and I/O control, have been a part
of Linux since the early days; (ii) the complete set of
file operations have seen few changes in the past couple
of years, i.e., three changes from Linux 2.6.35 (2010)
to 3.2.0 (2012). These observations suggest that sup-
porting different versions of Linux in the host and the
guest is easy. To demonstrate this, by adding only 14
LoC to the CVD, we have successfully deployed devir-
tualization across two major versions of Linux: version
2.6.35 for the host and version 3.2.0 for the guest, and
vice versa.
If the guest has a different OS from that of the host,
e.g., running a Windows guest on a Linux host, a trans-
lator is needed to translate the file operations. This is
part of our future work.
3.3 Challenges
Devirtualization faces two important challenges that
stem from barriers enforced by virtualization hardware
on modern architectures.
First, some file operations, including read and memory
map, need the host device driver to interact with guest
process memory. However, the guest virtual address
space used by these operations is not valid in the host.
§4 explains a novel virtual memory technique, called
hybrid address space, to solve this problem.
Second, hypercalls employed by devirtualization to
forward file operations block the guest while execut-
ing. This creates significant problems for concurrency
Guest
Process
memory
Guest kernel
memory
Host
Process
memory
Host kernel
memory
Host kernel
memory
Guest
Process
memory
Hybrid Address SpaceGuest Process 
Address Space
Host Process 
Address Space
Figure 3: Hybrid Address Space is a union of
the guest process memory and the host kernel
memory.
in devirtualization, degrading the performance of other
threads that do or do not use devirtualized devices. §5
explains how the dual thread technique mitigates this
problem.
4 Hybrid Address Space
The hybrid address space allows the unmodified device
driver in the host to directly access the guest process
memory as if it were accessing a host process memory.
This enables the host device driver to perform guest file
operations, such as read and memory map.
4.1 Basic Idea
In modern operating systems, the address space of a
process is the union of the process memory and the ker-
nel memory. As a result, when a process thread makes a
system call, the kernel, which executes in the context of
this thread, can access the process memory efficiently.
For brevity, we refer to this process and its thread as
the current process and thread, respectively. The hy-
brid address space is a similar union of the guest process
memory and the host kernel memory as illustrated by
Figure 3. When the device driver needs to service a file
operation forwarded from the guest, the CVD backend
makes it ‘see’ the hybrid address space rather than the
host address space, allowing the host device driver to
directly access the guest process memory.
We provide both hardware and software realizations
for hybrid address space. In §4.4, we compare their pros
and cons.
Example: We use the following example to illustrate
the role of the hybrid address space: A guest thread is-
sues a memory map operation on the virtual device file to
map the device or system memory in the address space
of its process. Through CVD, the operation is handed
to the host device driver, which creates the memory
maps in the process portion of the current host process
address space. Since the hybrid address space is in ef-
fect, the host device driver creates the memory maps
for the guest process.
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4.2 Software Hybrid Address Space
Device drivers call certain kernel routines to interact
with the process memory. The CVD backend imple-
ments the hybrid address space in software by redirect-
ing and reimplementing these kernel routines to interact
with the guest (instead of the host) process memory.
The software hybrid address does not actually imple-
ment the address space in hardware, but only creates
an illusion of such an address space for the host thread
that is calling the device driver.
There are two categories of these kernel routines: the
first category enables the driver to read from and write
to a user space buffer at a given virtual address. In
devirtualization, this virtual address is a guest process
virtual address, and is first translated to a host physi-
cal or virtual address by the CVD backend, which can
then write to or read from the host address. If the size of
the buffer is larger than a page, the address translation
needs to be performed once per page, since contiguous
pages in the guest virtual address space are not nec-
essarily contiguous in host physical or virtual address
spaces.
The CVD backend translates a guest virtual address
by first walking the guest page tables in software to get
the guest physical address. In KVM, the guest physical
address can then be simply translated to its equiva-
lent host virtual address in the guest VM process [33].
With other hypervisors, a software page walk of EPT or
shadow page table will be needed to finalize the trans-
lation.
The CVD backend also caches the translations for
future use, similar to how the TLB caches page table
translations in hardware. The caching is done per guest
process. We use a simple FIFO buffer with 10 entries for
this cache, and measure its hit rate to be about 90%,
even when running 3D HD games on a devirtualized
GPU.
The second category of kernel routines enables the
driver to map a device or system memory page into the
process address space at a given virtual address. For
these routines, the CVD backend creates the mapping
in the guest page tables and also in the shadow page
tables or EPT, depending on the memory virtualization
type.
While fixing the shadow page tables or EPT is straight-
forward as they are maintained by the hypervisor, fixing
the guest page tables in the host needs special atten-
tion. The CVD backend fixes the guest page table to
map the guest virtual page to a guest physical page.
The guest physical page can be any arbitrary page, as
long as it is not used by the guest OS. Using the hyper-
visor, the CVD backend allocates several guest physi-
cal pages for this purpose. Also, when fixing the guest
page tables, the CVD backend might need to allocate
new guest physical pages to hold the new page table
entries. These pages must be recognized by the guest
OS. Therefore, the CVD frontend, upon initialization,
allocates some pages for this purpose in the guest and
sends the address to the CVD backend for future use.
4.3 Hardware Hybrid Address Space
Alternatively, we can leverage the hardware MMU to
realize the hybrid address space. In this realization, the
CVD backend creates a new page table for the guest
process in the host, fixes that page table to map the host
kernel memory and the guest process memory, and have
the hardware MMU use this page table when the device
driver is servicing a guest file operation. The hardware
hybrid address space cannot be used when the guest
uses TDP because TDP uses two address translation,
but the host MMU can only perform one.
To create such a page table, the CVD backend lever-
ages the shadow page table maintained by the hypervi-
sor to find the guest process memory entries, and uses
the current host process page table maintained by the
host OS to find the host kernel memory entries.
The hardware hybrid address space can be realized
with little overhead for three reasons. First, it suffices
to create the first level of the page table, i.e., top-level
page table, for the guest process since the next levels
already exist in the shadow page table and in the host
page table; and the top-level page table is not larger
than a single memory page. Second, for every guest
process, the top-level page table only needs to be cre-
ated once since it does not change. Third, the overhead
of switching to the hybrid address space is only a frac-
tion of that required for a complete context switch.
In essence, the hardware hybrid address space allows
the host device driver to directly manipulate the shadow
page table for the guest process. Caution must be taken
in the implementation, since shadow page tables and
normal OS page tables have subtle differences, e.g., the
use of trapping entries rather than non-present entries
in shadow page tables. We handle these issues in our
implementation, but do not further discuss them due to
space constraints.
Finally, when the host device driver updates the shadow
page table for a guest process, the guest page table for
that process is not updated accordingly. This may seem
to corrupt the guest process memory, as shadow page
tables should be in sync with the guest page tables, but
it does not, since all the guest process file operations
are handled in the host using the hybrid address space.
4.4 Trade-offs
Both realizations of hybrid address space have pros and
cons. The important advantage of the software hybrid
address space is that it support both TDP and shadow
page tables (§2.2), whereas hardware hybrid address
space does not support TDP. It is known that TDP
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has noticeably higher performance than shadow page
tables and is therefore widely adopted.
On the other hand, the main concern with the soft-
ware hybrid address space is performance, mainly be-
cause of the extra overhead of software page walks and
multiple address translations for large buffers (§4.2),
whereas in hardware hybrid address space, these op-
erations are as fast as native. Fortunately, as we show
in §7.4, software and hardware address spaces achieve
close performance for a GPU benchmark, but we note
that this might not be true for other workloads or other
I/O devices.
5 Dual Thread
The goal of the dual thread technique is to efficiently
forward the file operations from the guest to the host
and enable concurrency in devirtualization, despite the
challenges imposed by hypercalls as described in §3.3.
CVD employs hypercalls to forward guest file opera-
tions. However, hypercalls block the guest while they
execute. This creates two important problems for con-
currency in virtualized I/O devices. First, blocking the
guest degrades the performance of other threads in the
guest that are not even using the devirtualized I/O de-
vices. Second, hypercalls serialize the file operations,
degrading the performance of a virtualized I/O device
if multiple virtualized devices are used concurrently.
We employ a technique called dual thread to solve
these problems. As illustrated in Figure 4, when the
CVD backend receives a file operation with a hypercall,
instead of executing the file operation in the context
of the hypercall thread, the backend wakes up another
host thread to execute the operation, but returns imme-
diately from the hypercall so that the guest can resume
execution. We refer to this host thread as the dual
thread of the guest thread that issues the operation.
The dual thread is spawned the first time that the guest
thread issued a file operation. While the dual thread
is servicing the operation, the CVD frontend puts the
guest thread to sleep and allows the guest OS scheduler
to schedule other guest threads. When the operation
is completed in the host, the dual thread notifies the
CVD frontend using an interrupt. The CVD frontend
then wakes up the guest thread to continue.
The dual thread returns the result of the file opera-
tions on a memory page shared with the guest thread.
To this end, the CVD frontend allocates one memory
page for every guest thread that uses devirtualized I/O
devices and sends the (guest physical) address of this
page to the backend. The backend translates this ad-
dress to a host address and stores it for the dual thread
to use.
The sleeping poll operation is a good example to
demonstrate the benefits of the dual thread technique.
This operation sleeps in the kernel until an event is
compute computeexecute  a  device  file  operation (might  sleep)
compute compute
time
time
hypercall
issued
hypercall
returns
Native
Blocking devirtualization (without dual thread)
thread
guest
thread
host
compute computesleep (guest  executes  other  threads)
sleep sleep
time
time
hypercall virtual  interrupt
Non-blocking devirtualization (with dual thread)
guest
thread
dual (host)
thread
guest   is  blocked
execute  a  device  file  operation (might  sleep)
execute  a  device  file  operation (might  sleep)
Figure 4: The dual thread technique
ready or there is a time-out. Without the dual thread
technique, the operation sleeps in the CVD backend in
the host, blocking the whole guest for potentially large
intervals. However, with dual thread, the hypercall im-
mediately returns, and the dual thread sleeps in the
host instead. When an event occurs, the host device
driver wakes up the dual thread, which then injects an
interrupt into the guest to wake up the guest thread.
Finally, note that while the dual thread technique
minimizes the blocking of the guest, it can degrade
the devirtualized I/O performance for a single-threaded
guest process (§7.4). In such cases, this technique can
be disabled to improve performance. In the rest of the
paper, we discuss two operation modes for devirtual-
ization: blocking devirtualization that does not use the
dual thread technique, and non-blocking devirtualiza-
tion that does. CVD can be easily configured to op-
erate in different modes for different processes or I/O
devices.
6 Implementation
We implement devirtualization for Linux/32-bit x86 plat-
forms with the KVM hypervisor. Our implementation
works for both 2.6.35-24 and 3.2.0-52 Linux kernels run-
ning in Ubuntu 10.04 distribution. The implementa-
tion is modular and can be revised to support other hy-
pervisors and micro-architectures. Our implementation
virtualizes various GPUs, input devices, such as key-
board and mouse, camera, and speaker with less than
4900 lines of code; only about 300 lines are specific
to I/O classes. In particular, we have tested our im-
plementation with the following I/O devices: discrete
ATI Radeon HD 4650 GPU, integrated ATI Mobility
Radeon X1300 GPU on a Thinkpad T60 laptop, and
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integrated Intel Mobile GM965/GL960 GPU on a Dell
Latitude D630 laptop. The implementation supports
symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) guests.
6.1 Common Virtual Driver (CVD)
The CVD is generic to all I/O devices, plays a criti-
cal role in devirtualization, and constitutes a large por-
tion of implementation. The CVD frontend and back-
end consist of about 1030 and 2070 LoC respectively,
and are implemented as loadable kernel modules. The
CVD backend has two parts. The first implements the
hybrid address space and the dual thread technique
and is therefore specific to the hypervisors and micro-
architecture. The second part interacts with the host
OS only, e.g., by calling the host device drivers. The
CVD backend and frontend also share a header file with
about 560 LoC.
The CVD frontend uses hypercalls to forward a file
operation to the backend. Existing Linux KVM/x86
hypercalls pass up to four arguments from the guest to
the host on virtual registers. We implemented a new
hypercall to pass up to 6 arguments using the EAX, EBX,
ECX, EDX, ESI, and EDI x86 virtual registers. These six
registers are enough to pass the arguments of all file
operations in one hypercall, except for the page fault
operation, for which we use two consecutive hypercalls.
We added about 80 LoC to the guest and host kernel
for the new hypercall.
It is important to note that the Linux kernel em-
ploys generic class drivers to unify all device drivers
of the same class. For example, the Direct Rendering
Manager (DRM) driver is used to unify GPU drivers
and the event driver is used for input devices. These
generic drivers create the device files and export a file
operation interface. They receive the corresponding file
operations and process and redirect them to the actual
device drivers through class-specific interfaces. In de-
virtualization, the CVD frontend plays the role of the
generic driver and the actual device driver altogether,
and the CVD backend talks to the generic driver in the
host. Note that other non-devirtualized devices in the
same guest can still use their generic and actual drivers.
6.2 Hybrid Address Space
The hybrid address space enables cross-domain mem-
ory operations. For the software hybrid address space,
devirtualization redirects 9 Linux routines to the CVD,
e.g., insert pfn, which maps a page to a process ad-
dress space. For redirection, devirtualization marks
the dual threads (or the thread executing the hyper-
call in blocking devirtualization) and redirects the rou-
tines when called in the context of marked threads. The
marking is done by setting a flag in the thread-specific
structure task struct. We have implemented the soft-
ware hybrid address space on the 3.2.0 kernel only; it
requires about 120 LoC in the host kernel and KVM.
To implement the hardware hybrid address space, we
simply modify the top-level page table as explained
in §4.1. We use x86 with Physical Address Exten-
sion (PAE) paging in the host in our current imple-
mentation. With PAE paging, the top-level page ta-
ble is called the Page Directory Pointer Table Entry
(PDPTE) and contains 4 entries, each of which maps
one fourth of the address space. In x86, the CR3 register
holds a pointer to the page table of the current process.
The CVD frontend finds the PDPTE of the current
process in the host using the host CR3 and finds the
PDPTE of the shadow page table of the current guest
process using the virtual CR3 register. We have imple-
mented the hardware hybrid address space on the 2.6.35
kernel only. It requires 350 LoC in the host kernel and
KVM.
6.3 Dual Thread
Dual thread improves the concurrency in devirtualiza-
tion. We faced one important challenge in the imple-
mentation of the dual thread technique. That is, when
the memory operations are executed in the context of
the dual thread, it may not be possible to find the lo-
cation of the guest process page table by reading the
virtual CR3 register. This is because the guest thread
may be preempted in the guest. To solve this, the CVD
backend stores the location of the guest process as soon
as one of its threads makes a hypercall and uses that
for future address translations and memory maps. To
support this, we added about 60 LoC to KVM.
6.4 Device Information Modules
While the CVD is generic, devirtualization requires a
small amount of I/O class-specific code to provide infor-
mation about virtual I/O devices for guest applications
(§2.1). For this, devirtualization employs small kernel
modules, or device info modules, for the guest to load.
Developing the device info modules is easy because
the modules are simple and not performance sensitive.
The device info module for GPUs has about 100 LoC,
and mainly provides information, such as the PCI slot
number, manufacturer and device ID, and 256 bytes of
PCI configuration data. The device info modules for an
input device, camera, and an audio device require 60,
50, and 50 LoC respectively.
In addition, we also developed a module to create or
reuse a virtual PCI bus in the guest for devirtualized
devices. This module has about 290 LoC and can be
reused for a large variety of PCI devices, such as GPUs.
Our current implementation of the PCI module requires
a small modification (50 LoC) to the guest PCI subsys-
tem.
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6.5 Sharing Policy
By virtualizing I/O devices at the device file boundary,
devirtualization readily allows for the concurrent use of
the device by the both host and guests. However, we
need to define the policy on how each device is shared.
In the case of GPU, we adopt the foreground-background
model. That is, only the OS (host or guest) that is
in the foreground renders to the GPU, while the other
OSes pause. To achieve this, we assign each guest to
one of the virtual terminals of the host, and the user
can easily navigate between them using simple key com-
binations. When a guest goes to background (or fore-
ground), the CVD frontend receives an interrupt from
the backend and then signals the graphics application,
e.g., X Server, to pause (or resume) rendering. If the
guest does not pause, the CVD backend can forcefully
reject all the operations from that guest, although we
have not yet implemented this. Implementing the graph-
ics sharing policy required adding 15 LoC to the DRM
driver (§6.1) in order to notify the CVD backend of
change of the foreground OS.
Similarly, input devices should only send notifications
to the foreground OS. To achieve this, the CVD backend
only injects notification interrupts to the foreground
guest. Similar simple policies can be added for other
devices as well.
6.6 Driver-Initiated Memory Maps
We faced a unique problem when applying devirtual-
ization to the Intel GPU Linux driver, i.e., i915. We
believe that our solution (explained below) applies to
other rare similar situations as well, but we have not
yet faced any.
Memory maps is almost always initiated in the user
space with a memory map file operation. The kernel then
determines a virtual address range and calls the device
driver to create the map. However, the i915 driver
initiates a memory map in the kernel and as a result of
an I/O control operation (the rationale for this design
is explained in [4]). In devirtualization, the host kernel
cannot determine the guest virtual address range for the
memory map. Therefore, the CVD backend records the
map request, fails the file operation to go back to the
guest, allocates the virtual address range in the guest,
and re-executes the file operation, all hidden from the
guest thread. Since the first failed operation does not
alter the state of the device or the driver, it can be
safely re-executed.
7 Evaluation
Using the implementation described above, we evaluate
devirtualization and show that it requires low develop-
ment effort to support various I/O devices, effectively
shares the devices between the host and the guests, sup-
ports legacy devices, and is portable across different
versions of Linux. For interactive devices such as input
devices, camera, and speaker, devirtualization achieves
performance indistinguishable from that of native by
human user. For GPU, devirtualization achieves close
to or even higher than 60 frames per second (the display
refresh rate) on average for 3D HD games, providing a
similar interactive user experience to the native. .
Unless otherwise stated, we use the following setup
for all results. We use a Dell 660s desktop using a quad-
core Intel Core i5-3330s and 8GB of memory. For I/O
devices, we use a Radeon HD 4650 GPU, Dell mouse,
Logitech camera, and the Intel on-board sound card for
speaker. We configure the guest with one virtual CPU
and 1GB of memory. It uses TDP (§2.2) for its mem-
ory virtualization, and therefore we configure devirtu-
alization to use the software hybrid address space. We
compare the performance of a devirtualized I/O device
with the native device in all our measurement. We also
report measurements for the graphics virtualization so-
lution from the VMware Workstation 9 hypervisor.
7.1 Non-Performance Properties
Supporting new I/O devices with devirtualization is
easy. For example, we only needed to develop small
device info modules with about 50 LoC each to virtu-
alize the camera and the speaker. It took only a few
person-hours to implement each of these modules.
Devirtualization easily supports the sharing of I/O
devices between guests and the host. For example, we
are able to effectively share the GPU between the host
and two guests. One guest runs a 3D HD game, while
the host and the second guest run OpenGL applications.
According to the devirtualization policy (§6.5), only the
foreground OS (guest or host) interacts with the GPU
while others pause. We can easily switch between the
host and guests in less than a second. More guests
can be easily added as well. Note that devirtualization
cannot support sharing if the device driver or the device
do not. For example, the camera driver only supports
one application at a time.
Devirtualization supports legacy devices. Unlike so-
phisticated self-virtualized devices [12, 14], none of the
devices that we have successfully virtualized so far are
specialized for virtualization.
Finally, we are able to run devirtualization with the
host and guest running two different versions of Linux:
version 2.6.35 released in 2010 for the host and version
3.2.0 released in 2012 for the guest, and vice versa. To
support this, we added 14 LoC to the CVD to update
the list of file operations based on the new kernel.
7.2 Devirtualization Overhead Breakdown
We look into the sources of overhead that degrade the
devirtualization performance compared to the native.
The main source of overhead in blocking devirtualiza-
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tion is hypercalls. Hypercalls incur two forms of over-
head. First, they add latency to each file operations.
Second, they increase the load on the CPU and pollute
the cache [28]. While the latter is hard to measure, we
measure the added latency using a simple OpenGL ap-
plication that draws a teapot and updates the screen
as fast as possible (§7.4). We measure how long it
takes to issue all the file operations for drawing the
teapot. Our results show that blocking devirtualization
executes these operations in 3.4 ms, while the native
does so in 2.5 ms.
In addition to the overheads incurred by hypercalls,
non-blocking devirtualization also suffers from the over-
head of the virtual interrupt (§5), which takes an over-
age of about 44 µs. With this extra overhead, non-
blocking devirtualization takes about 10.6 ms to exe-
cute the same file operations mentioned above.
7.3 Performance of Interactive Devices
We measure the latency of the devirtualized and the
native mouse. We note that the most accurate way of
measuring the latency of input devices is to measure
the time it takes since the user interacts with the de-
vice, e.g., the user moves the mouse, until the time the
effect of this event shows up on the screen. However,
such measurement is very difficult, especially in the case
of mouse, which generates many events in a short time.
Instead, we measure the time from when the event is re-
ported to the host device driver by the mouse to when
the read operation issued by the application reaches
the host driver after the application is notified of the
event. Our results show that native and devirtualiza-
tion achieve about 16 µs and 73 µs of latency respec-
tively, no matter how fast the mouse moves. The extra
overhead of devirtualization produces no noticeable dif-
ference in our experiments. Much of this overhead is
from the virtual interrupt, which takes around 44 µs on
average. This suggests that the most effective way to
suppress this overhead would be a more efficient method
for the host to signal the guest.
For the camera, we run the GUVCview [3] camera ap-
plications in the two highest quality modes supported
by our test webcam: 960×720 resolution at 15 FPS,
and 800×600 resolution at 30 FPS. In both cases, there
is no noticeable difference between the native and de-
virtualized camera. For the speaker, we play the same
high-quality music file on both native and devirtualized
speaker, and achieve the same experience.
7.4 Performance of GPU
We evaluate the performance of GPU devirtualization
using interactive 3D gaming and OpenGL applications.
We use two 3D first-person shooter games: OpenArena [6]
and Tremulous [11], which are both widely used for
GPU performance evaluation [2]. For Tremulous, we
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Figure 5: FPS for running 3D interactive games
of OpenArena (Left) and Tremulous (Right) at
various resolutions supported by each game.
use the Phoronix Test Suite engine [10], a famous test
engine that automatically runs a demo of the game for a
few minutes, while stressing the GPU as much as possi-
ble. For OpenArena, we manually play the game, there-
fore stressing the GPU less. We test the games at all
supported resolutions by the game or the test engine.
For all our GPU evaluations, we report the standard
FPS metric. We also disable the GPU VSync feature,
which would otherwise cap the GPU FPS to 60 (display
refresh rate) for a smoother rendering.
Figure 5 shows the results. There are two impor-
tant observations. First, in all scenarios, devirtualized
GPU can achieve close to or even higher than 60 FPS
on average, providing a similar interactive user experi-
ence as the native. Second, devirtualization can achieve
very close performance to the native at high resolu-
tions, but can show a noticeable gap with the native at
lower resolutions. This is because devirtualization adds
a constant overhead to file operations (§7.2) regardless
of resolution. This results in a lower percentage drop
in performance compared to the native at high resolu-
tions, where the GPU needs more time to render each
frame. Finally, our results show that blocking and non-
blocking devirtualization achieve the same performance.
We believe this is the artifact of the game engine design,
which, for example, may report the same number for a
range of FPS values [7].
We use an OpenGL benchmark [8] to show that non-
blocking devirtualization can indeed harm the perfor-
mance noticeably in some scenarios. The benchmark
draws a teapot that has thousands of vertices, normals,
and polygons using the Vertex Buffer Objects API of
OpenGL, and updates the screen as fast as possible. We
run the application for 3 minutes and measure the FPS.
Our measurement shows that native, blocking devirtu-
alization, and non-blocking devirtualization achieve an
average of 97, 79, and 31 FPS, respectively. Much of
the performance degradation in non-blocking mode is
due to the overhead of virtual interrupts. Therefore, a
more efficient way to notify the guest from the host can
help improve non-blocking devirtualization. To confirm
this, we implemented a preliminary prototype that uses
polling in the CVD frontend to find out the completion
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of an operation instead of interrupts, and we managed
to boost the performance of non-blocking devirtualiza-
tion to 54 FPS for this OpenGL benchmark. However,
we need to do more investigation to better understand
the implications of polling.
We also measure the performance of the VMware
Workstation 9 virtualization solution for graphics and
find it to be significantly lower than devirtualization.
We use an Ubuntu host machine and an Ubuntu guest
with the same properties as the guest in our setup.
The VMware workstation uses VMware SVGA II driver
for 3D graphics support. For the Tremulous 3D game
benchmark, VMware Workstation 9 achieves an aver-
age of 4, 2.7, and 1.8 FPS at the resolutions reported in
Figure 5. We note that other VMware products have re-
portedly higher 3D performance [25], but to the best of
our knowledge, the VMware Workstation 9 with SVGA
II driver is the only one that could be configured on a
Linux host to provide 3D graphics.
7.5 Hybrid Address Space Realizations
We compare the performance of software and hardware
hybrid address space and show that both achieve almost
similar performances. With the hardware hybrid ad-
dress space, the OpenGL benchmark (§7.4) achieves an
average 74 FPS, which is close to the 79 FPS achieved
by software hybrid address space. The small difference
may be due to the overhead of shadow page tables used
by the guest in hardware hybrid address space. As men-
tioned in §6.2, our implementations of hardware and
software hybrid address space approaches are on differ-
ent Linux kernel versions; therefore it is questionable
whether they can be directly compared. However, since
the performance of the native GPU on these two ker-
nels for the same OpenGL application is very close (96
FPS for 2.6.35 vs. 97 FPS for 3.2.0), we believe that
the comparison is valid.
7.6 Dual Thread and Concurrency
We measure the effectiveness of the dual thread tech-
nique to improve concurrency. We run the camera in
the guest in different devirtualization modes, i.e., block-
ing and non-blocking, and show its impact on (i) a
concurrent compile benchmark that compiles a simple
C++ code segment in a loop for 100 times, and (ii) an
OpenGL application that uses the devirtualized GPU
concurrently. We configure the camera at 800×600 res-
olution at a low 5 FPS, since a lower FPS results in
longer-lasting poll file operations and is more destruc-
tive to devirtualization. We repeat each experiment
for both UP (uniprocessor) and SMP guests with two
virtual CPUs. SMP allows the applications to run com-
pletely concurrently and not compete for CPU time.
Figure 6 (Left) shows the increase in compile time
as a result of the devirtualized camera. It shows that
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Figure 6: Impact of a devirtualized camera at
different devirtualization modes on a concurrent
compile benchmark (Left), and on a concurrent
devirtualized GPU (Right). The dashed line
shows the no-impact value, or complete concur-
rency.
blocking devirtualization increases the compile time by
as much as 2.7×, while non-blocking devirtualization
has almost no impact. The slight increase of compile
time for UP guest and non-blocking devirtualization is
the result of competition for CPU time.
Figure 6 (Right) shows the drop in performance (FPS)
of the OpenGL benchmark as a result of the devirtual-
ized camera. It shows that blocking devirtualization
can cause a 11.2× drop in GPU performance, while
non-blocking devirtualization achieves complete concur-
rency with no performance drop. Surprisingly, block-
ing devirtualization causes a much larger drop with the
SMP guest than with the UP guest. This is because
with the SMP guest, the camera application gets more
CPU time and can continuously issue its file operations,
blocking the guest more often.
8 Related Work
There are four major existing approaches toward I/O
virtualization in whole system virtualization. Emula-
tion [40] is known to have poor performance. Direct
I/O [21,28,44] provides close-to-native performance by
allowing the guest to directly own and access the phys-
ical devices; however, it can only support a single guest
OS. Moreover, direct I/O disallows the host to use the
device, which is a serious problem for GPU virtual-
ization in personal computers. Self-virtualization adds
virtualization support to the I/O device. Only sophisti-
cated I/O devices, such as some network interfaces, and
a few high-end GPUs [12,14,24], use this approach, and
therefore, almost all legacy devices in personal comput-
ers are not supported. Paravirtualization [18,25,37,39]
employs paravirtual drivers in the guest and is most re-
lated to devirtualization. Well-designed paravirtualiza-
tion solutions can achieve close-to-native performance.
However, paravirtualization requires significant devel-
opment effort in order to support new classes of I/O
devices, and to support the full functionality of each I/O
device. For example, Xen3D only supports OpenGL ap-
plications [39]. In contrast, devirtualization requires a
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one-time effort to support many classes of I/O devices.
It also allows threads in the guest to use a device driver
in the host and enjoy the complete functionality of the
corresponding I/O device. Table 1 compares different
I/O virtualization solutions.
Cells [16] employs user space virtualization (or oper-
ating system-level virtualization) to run multiple virtual
phones in one Android smartphone. A virtual phone in
Cells has its own user space, but shares the kernel with
other virtual phones. The use of user space virtual-
ization limits all virtual phones to have the same ker-
nel and provides rather weaker isolation between them
compared to whole system virtualization, as in devirtu-
alization.
Some solutions provides graphics virtualization by re-
moting OpenGL [9,13,31,34], or CUDA [38] APIs. Ob-
viously, the applicability of these solutions are limited
to the specific graphics APIs.
Devirtualization allows the guest to reuse the device
drivers in the host. It therefore provides a useful way to
leverage legacy device drivers since driver development
is complicated and bug-prone [22,41]. There have been
related efforts in reusing legacy device drivers. LeV-
asseur et al. [35] execute the device drivers in a separate
virtual machine and allow other guests to communicate
with this VM for driver support. The driver domain
model for I/O paravirtualization in Xen [26] adopts a
similar approach. However, the guests must communi-
cate with the driver through an I/O class-specific in-
terface, which requires nontrivial development. In con-
trast, devirtualization builds the virtualization bound-
ary on device files, a common interface for I/O devices,
thus significantly reducing the development effort.
Dune [20] provides direct access to virtualization hard-
ware features for user space processes. Dune processes
use hypercalls to issue system calls, which is similar to
how devirtualization employ hypercalls for file opera-
tions. However, Dune runs each process in a separate
VM and does not face the same blocking problem that
devirtualization does (§5).
ELVIS [29] introduces exit-less notifications between
the guest and the host and is related to the dual thread
technique. However, unlike the dual thread, ELVIS re-
quires a dedicated core in the host for such notifications,
which is acceptable for data centers, but less so for per-
sonal computers. On the other hand, the dual thread
technique does not completely avoid exits like ELVIS,
but it reduces the duration of each exit caused by hy-
percalls.
9 Discussion on Security
Devirtualization introduces a new interface between the
guest and the host, which may be abused by malicious
guest applications. Through the device file interface,
guest applications can either use the bugs in the device
Perfor- Develop. Device Legacy
mance Effort Sharing Support
Emulation Low High Yes Yes
Paravirt. High High Yes Yes
Direct I/O High Low No Yes
Self Virt. High Low Yes (limited) No
Devirt. High Low Yes Yes
Table 1: Comparison of I/O virtualization solu-
tions
drivers (which are known to be buggy [27]) or the DMA
capabilities of I/O devices to write to unauthorized lo-
cations in memory and break out of their VM isolation.
Moreover, guest applications might be able to prevent
the device from being fairly shared with others. To com-
bat these problems, We are working on devirtualization
to guarantee three important forms of isolations:
Isolation of system core from malicious guest:
A guest must not be able to tamper with the core com-
ponents of the system, e.g., the host and the hypervisor.
To support this isolation, the device driver and the de-
vice should be sandboxed. Existing work provides such
sandboxing techniques for both hosted and bare-metal
hypervisors [35,43].
Security isolation between guests: For this, the
CVD backend needs to prevent one region of memory
to be read or written by two different guests.
Performance isolation between guests: For this,
the CVD backend needs to be able to detect the abuse
of the device by one guest, and then boycott that guest
by not forwarding the rest of its file operations. How-
ever, a malicious guest might be able to push the device
to an unusable state before the boycott, in that case,
the CVD backend can employ a device recovery system,
such as [42].
10 Conclusions
We presented our attempt to provide an easy I/O vir-
tualization solution for whole system virtualization on
personal computers. Our solution, called devirtualiza-
tion, exploits a novel boundary that is narrow but com-
mon to many I/O devices: device files. Using our design
and implementation for Linux/x86 systems, we are able
to virtualize various GPUs, input devices, camera, and
audio devices with full functionality. Our measurements
show that devirtualization makes no user-perceptible
difference, even when running interactive 3D games in
HD. We consider this achievement remarkable, partic-
ularly because GPU has been known to be difficult to
virtualize.
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